
All lever furniture offered by Intelligent Hardware is supplied complete
with the recommended fixings and appropriate spindles. Lever on
rose furniture is usually supplied with three methods of fixing: standard
woodscrews for face fixing the rose, bolt-through fixings through the
rose and grub screw to connect the neck of the lever to the spindle.

It is recommended that where the lock/latch permits, the bolt-through

fixings should be used in combination with the grub screw fixings.

Where this is not possible the woodscrews should be used in combination

with the grub screws.  Whilst this method is not as secure as the above, it

has been proved to be perfectly adequate providing the woodscrews are

the correct length for the door thickness and at least three are used per

rose.

Levers on backplates are usually supplied with woodscrews,

however some designs are offered with bolt-through fixings.

Both fixing methods should be perfectly adequate however if using bolt-

through fixings on furniture fitted to external doors it is recommended

plain headed side of the fixings is fitted to the external side of the door.

All lever furniture supplied by Intelligent
Hardware is supplied with a 10 year 
mechanical warranty, subject to the 
correct installation, maintenance 
and application.

Caring for your product

Call us on 0161 796 7410

Lever Furniture

Installation, Care & Maintenance
Intelligent Hardware offer an extensive range of lever furniture 

designed to enhance any property.  

The furniture should not be fitted to the door until any applied

paint or varnish on the door has completely dried.

Avoid using any cleaning substances containing

solvents in the vicinity of the fitted lever furniture.

To clean the surface of the lever furniture do not use any cleaning

product, such as household brass cleaner or polish. Simply use

warm soapy water applied with a soft cloth.

Avoid any damage to the surface from careless use of keys and

scratching from rings or other jewellery.

Call us now for all your door hardware needs.
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(Trading as Intelligent Hardware)
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